
PHOTOGRAPHY + VIDEOGRAPHY



BAR ALTO
PHOTOGRAPHY

Photography by Judit Losh.

To complement social media scheduling and ensure Bar Alto’s presence remains curated and inviting across their platforms, Liquidity undertakes regular photoshoots 
to highlight the seasonal produce, friendly faces, and inviting spaces on offer at Bar Alto. Shoots dedicated to particular offerings, like their brodetto lunch special, 
also give short-term promotions an extra push.



KING STREET
PHOTOGRAPHY

Photography by Judit Losh.

Photography was required to enhance King Street’s social media presence, as well as to support the content we devise for their monthly blogs and EDMs.  
Regular shoots ensure we have up-to-date imagery of their numerous tenants, and can incorporate their offers, items, and dishes in regular scheduling so everyone 
reaps the rewards.
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CORELLA
PHOTOGRAPHY

Photography by Judit Losh.

To accompany Corella’s PR launch campaign and subsequent enquiries from publications including QANTAS Magazine, Judit Losh captured several suites of imagery 
showcasing the dishes, interiors, and premium produce on offer at Corella. 



THE KITCHENS AT ROBINA
VIDEOGRAPHY

Videography by Fotomedia. Produced by Liquidity.

Ahead of the launch of this world-class retail and dining precinct, Liquidity was engaged to style, produce and deliver a series of videos to build anticipation of the 
precinct, and establish the main messaging. Working with FotoMedia, a suite of individual and group videos was shot on-location and in-studio to showcase the 
diverse group of flagship tenants.

Jimmy Grants at The Kitchens - Teaser Video

Mark Daniels at The Kitchens - Teaser Video

Eshai Tea at The Kitchens - Teaser VideoFish Lab at The Kitchens - Teaser Video

Pure Meats at The Kitchens - Teaser video

Naked Treaties at The Kitchens - Teaser Video

https://vimeo.com/337220724
https://vimeo.com/336731495
https://vimeo.com/339281270
https://vimeo.com/337222271
https://vimeo.com/339279799
https://vimeo.com/339928666


EXPLORE FISH LANE
PHOTOGRAPHY  |  VIDEOGRAPHY

Photography by Judit Losh and Lewis Lotherington. Videography by Lewis Lotherington.

To support content across social media, a blog, and a monthly EDM, Liquidity completes regular photo and video shoots to support the tenants of Fish Lane, and 
increase general awareness of the busy precinct. From the many restaurants and bars to the plethora of street art and regular activations, there’s always something 
to snap on Fish Lane.

Fish Lane | Art of the lane

Fish Lane | Perfect pizza at Julius Pizzeria

https://vimeo.com/370213966
https://vimeo.com/383653326


ONE FISH TWO FISH
PHOTOGRAPHY  |  VIDEOGRAPHY

Photography by Chantelle Grady. Videography by Chris Dodd.

Photography and videography is captured at One Fish Two Fish to showcase specials and populate social media and digital ads. Videos highlighting the atmosphere 
of regular collaboration dinners are used to promote upcoming events, while short-term campaigns are bolstered with strong visuals shot during hour-long shoots. 

Red Fish Blue Fish | Philip Johnson Event Video

Red Fish Blue Fish | Ben Wiliamson Event Video

https://vimeo.com/346283102
https://vimeo.com/332601188
https://vimeo.com/332601188


PEOPLE OF THE KITCHENS
PHOTOGRAPHY

Photography by Fotomedia.

To highlight the tenants from The Kitchens’ flagship venues and promote the variety of food and produce on offer, Liquidity developed a striking series of portraits 
for use on large-scale digital billboards. We completed location scouting, shoot styling, and production to express the local, artisan focus of the exciting new precinct. 


